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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia – January 06 -This season, put away the dark colors of 
old and bring in the Spring flowers with the release of Guess spring brights.  
 
Spring is all about bright cheerful colours, and living out the vibrant and 
adventurous spirit of Guess. Guess expanded their handbag offerings with lovely 
special edition items that would be perfect for any spring get-togethers.  
 
The Delphine collection combines Guess’ best denim fabric and red roses motif 
to give you the modern wardrobe essential this season. Available in peach, sky 
and white and embossed in Guess signature logo, every bag is carefully trimmed 
in pearlized python material for that quintessentially Guess style.   
 
The Delphine also comes in smaller units for a more casual weekend outing. Be 
sure to match your bag with the trifold wallet, euro organizer or Euro slim clutch.  
 
Inspired by the blossoming flowers and trees, Guess offers the Opium range in 
floral print canvas and bright new hues. Available in turquoise and yellow, the 
pretty bags are the modern fashionitas’ must-have for the season. Embossed 
croco trimmings give each bag its distinctive shape and texture.  
 
In conjunction with Valentine’s Day, Guess offers the ladies the exclusive Two 
Hearts bags. On the bags, you find the Guess logo lined in rhinestones and two 
hearts in brilliant sequins. Charming and sweet, Two Hearts is the perfect gift for 
the girl in love!  The bags are available in two styles – mini tote and shopper bag. 
 
While you are on the prowl for the classic Guess tote, seek out the Guess 
Timeless Edition bags - a collection of original styles that mark understated 
fashion statement, characterized by the signature ‘G’ monogram. 
 
Updated in Guess signature jacquard and embossed lizard trim, the Timeless 
Edition is the classic favourite a Guess Girl must have throughout all seasons.  
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This season, Guess also uses unique materials such as woven metallic vinyl and 
straw to create the Bali and Metro Straw range. These innovative and 
contemporary collections take you away in resplendent grace.   
 
Guess’ extensive line of new bags comes in an exciting palette of spring shades 
that will complement a sunny spring day perfectly.  
  
 
Established in 1981, GUESS? began as a jeans company and has since successfully grown into 
a global lifestyle brand. Today, GUESS? designs, markets and distributes full collections of 
women’s, men’s and children’s apparel as well as accessories. Throughout the years, the 
GUESS? image has been portrayed in unforgettable, innovative campaigns that have made the 
brand a household name. GUESS? is distributed throughout the United States and Canada in 
fine department and specialty stores, its retail and factory stores, and on its online store 
GUESS.com. GUESS? has licensees and distributors in South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, 
Australia and the Middle East.  In addition to shopping online, you can find more information on 
GUESS? at www.guess.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


